
Antique sale 839 to be held on 19th October

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

19th of October
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

19th of October
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not before 12noon

19th of October
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 1pm

19th of October
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Not before 2.30pm

19th of October
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 851
Not before 3pm

19th of October
Rugs and Carpets 881
Not before 3pm

19th of October
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 921
Not before 3.15pm

PUBLIC VIEWING

Friday 14th October 9am - 5pm

Saturday 15th October 9am - 12noon

Monday 17th October 9am - 5.30pm

Tuesday 18th October 9am - 7pm

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 An Edwardian repousse silver bowl with floral rim, Birmingham 1904, 28cm, 454g £150-200

2 An Art Deco silver citrine set Scottish paper knife, Edinburgh 1936, 26cm, 42gms gross £30-50

3 A Victorian silver claret mount with engraved and pierced decoration, London 1877,  maker Walter & John
Barnard, 272gms inc glass collar £40-60

4 A pair of Edwardian silver napkin rings with floral decoration, cased, Sheffield 1901, 60gms £25-35

5 A Victorian silver Old English basting spoon London 1886, with engraved monogram  96 grams £60-90

6 A silver Art Nouveau style four handled shallow dish, Birmingham 1951, 7cm, 60gms £30-50

7 A miniature silver saucepan and cover, Birmingham 1972, 4cm, 32gms, £40-60

8 A Victorian silver fluted pedestal bowl, London 1899, 23cm, 378gms ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

9 A rectangular silver photograph frame, Birmingham 1915, 16.5cm x 12cm £30-50

The frame has numerous dents

10 An Edwardian baluster tea caddy, London 1904, 13cm, 236gms ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

11 A Victorian silver octagonal boat shaped tray, London 1897, 23cm, 104gms £50-80

12 A Victorian silver pedestal bowl on pad feet, London 1900, 9cm, 78gms £30-50

13 A silver banded oak mug with engraved shield, Sheffield 1922, 13cm, £80-100

14 A white metal shell box, a small box the lid decorated golf clubs and golf ball, a miniature stand of a cherub
holding a thimble and a lid decorated two cats in a basket £30-50

15 A Sterling silver cruet base, two salts, a mustard and four spoons, 116 gms £40-60

16 A pair of silver mustards, Birmingham 1912, a silver pepper, Sheffield 1890, two spoons, weighable silver 84
gms £30-50

17 A white metal agate mounted oval trinket box, 6cm, a silver pencil holder mounted comb and a chrome case
£30-50

18 A white metal 830 repousee sleeve, depicting an inn scene, with white metal interior, two silver vestas £60-80

19 A silver octagonal cigarette case, London 1921, together with two silver spoons, gross weight 136gms £40-60

20 Two silver mounted Reynolds angels clothes brushes, rubbed marks £40-50

21 An Edwardian pierced silver bon bon dish, Birmingham 1902, a silver stamp envelope and minor items,
weighable silver 58gms £40-60

22 A white metal mounted red glass double ended scent bottle, 12cm, a blue ditto 10cm £30-50

Both scent bottles have minor chips

23 A George III rectangular repousse silver trinket box decorated with a cow beneath trees, the sides with
landscape views, London 1806, 10cm, 132gms ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

24 A presentation tennis teaspoon and four other spoons, 76gms £25-35

25 An Art Deco silver sugar strainer, Birmingham 1938, together with a silver holder and spoon, 80gms £30-50

26 An Art Deco octagonal silver compact, a circular white metal ditto, gross weight 88gms £30-40

27 A Edwardian engraved silver mug with ribbon and swag decoration Birmingham 1904, 7cm, 114gms £40-60

28 A pair of cased silver spoons London 1964, 3 others and a paperclip 80gms £40-60

29 A silver 3 handled pedestal bowl "Auld Lang Syne" Birmingham 1913, 30gms, 9cm £30-40

30 A 800 standard engine turned cigarette case, 60gms gross weight, 8cm £30-40
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31 A silver engine turned cigarette case Chester 1919, 1 other 126gms gross £30-40

Both are dented

32 An Edwardian repousse silver domed lid ring box decorated with revellers and scrolls, Chester 1907, 10cm
60grms gross ( photo centre pages ) £150-180

33 A silver cigarette case with engraved scrolling flowers and vacant cartouche Birmingham 1914, 54gms £50-75

34 An Edwardian engraved silver card case with ribbon, swags and scrolls and vacant cartouche, Chester 1911,
58gms £50-75

35 A silver mounted time piece, Sheffield 2000, 7cm £30-40

36 A Victorian silver aide memoire with engraved presentation inscription, London 1896, 7cm, suspended on a
plated chain, together with a spoon, nips and 2 plated spoons £70-90

37 An Edwardian silver and tortoiseshell trinket box, London 1910, maker William Comyns, 5cm £50-75

38 A 925 standard oval repousse pill box decorated with cherubs, 4.5cm, 38 grams £50-75

39 A cut glass bottle with a silver mounted collar (no stopper) London 1918, 17cm, 2 others (no stoppers) and a
similar ditto with a stopper £30-50

40 A white metal mounted double ended blue glass scent together with repousse hair brush and clothes brush
£30-50

41 A pair of Art Deco style fork and spoon Sheffield 1946 together with a set of silver teaspoons Birmingham
1928, both cased, 104 gms £30-40

42 A pair of silver dwarf candlesticks with reeded decoration Birmingham 1916, 10cm £60-80

43 A silver Sherry label London 1968, 1 other Brandy, 24 gms £30-40

44 A silver match book holder Birmingham 1934, 2 match sleeves, gross weight 64gms £30-40

45 A Victorian lily pattern silver ladle London 1875, 72gms £50-70

46 A set of silver lily pattern coffee spoons, nips and sifter spoon, Birmingham 1903, 58gms £30-50

47 An Indian white metal baluster teapot decorated with figures having an elephant finial, 688gms with matching
cream jug £100-150

48 An Indian white metal baluster cream jug decorated with figures together with 3 ditto bowls 376gms £70-90

49 A stylish silver leaf shaped spoon, plated cased set and spoon, 48gms £30-40

50 A silver plated two handled tray with floral and scroll rim and pierced decoration 66cm £50-75

51 An Edwardian silver plated entree set with floral decoration 35cm £40-60

52 A silver plated lemonade jug and other minor plated wares £50-75

53 A silver plated canteen for 6 contained in a mahogany finished box £40-60

54 An Edwardian cut glass silver plated mounted ewer, a 7 bar toast rack and minor plated wares £30-50

55 An Art Deco silver plated cocktail shaker and minor plated wares £30-50

56 Two silver plated RAMC presentation mugs with engraved inscription £80-100

57 A pair of Edwardian silver plated lily pattern fish servers, a ditto and 2 cake slices £30-50

58 A 19th Century silver plated on copper rectangular box with bun feet and minor plated wares £30-40

59 An Edwardian silver plated mounted oak biscuit barrel £30-40

60 A set of 4 silver plated pierced repousse bottle holders 9cm £40-60

61 A silver plated 3 piece tea set and minor plated wares £30-40

62 A collection of minor silver plated cutlery including 2 candle sticks (1 a/f) £25-35

63 A silver 3 piece Arts and Crafts style condiment Birmingham 1940 together with 2 spoons, 138gms £60-80

64 A cut glass silver mounted claret jug with floral spout and dragon thumbpiece Sheffield 1991, 30cm ( photo
centre pages ) £180-220
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65 A silver 2 handled presentation trophy with engraved inscription Sheffield 1931, 21cm, 856 grams, together
with an ebonised socle with mounts ( photo centre pages ) £280-340

66 A Continental 800 standard repousse trinket box decorated with figures and animals 7.5cm, 64gms £60-80

67 An Edwardian silver trinket box with carved cameo lid on pad feet 5.5cm, Birmingham 1911 £80-100

68 A silver engraved purse Birmingham 1918 with monogrammed cartouche 8cm, 52 gms £50-70

There are numerous dents

69 A silver pyx with engraved detail 6cm, London 1983, 70gms £60-80

70 A 925 standard engine turned oval snuff box with gilt interior 7.5cm, 78gms £80-120

71 A silver purse and chain, London 1915, gross weight 92gms £80-100

72 A silver salver with pie crust rim London 1937 with presentation inscription 26cm, 744 gms ( photo centre
pages ) £250-300

73 A silver engine turned cigarette case with monogram, gross weight 146gms, Birmingham 1943, 11cm £40-60

74 A silver engine turned cigarette case with engraved monogram, Birmingham 1930, 134 gms, 10.5cm £40-60

75 A Dunhill silver plated 'tall boy' style cigarette lighter 10cm £30-50

76 A silver engine turned rectangular cigarette case Birmingham 1937, 188gms, 13cm £50-75

77 An Indian white metal repousse tapered cup with deities 8cm together with a silver napkin ring, rubbed marks,
96gms £30-40

78 An Art Deco silver plated 3 piece tea set and minor plated wares £40-60

79 A Continental white metal repousse casket with swing handle and extensive scenes of revellers, raised on pad
feet 13.5cm, 144gms £150-200

80 A Victorian oak canteen with fitted trays together with a cased set of plated fish eaters, a cruet stand and minor
items £40-60

81 A quantity of Kings Pattern cutlery £40-60

82 A silver plated oval tureen and cover with lion ring handles on paw feet 32cm £40-60

83 A cased set of 4 silver plated napkin rings, a magnifying glass and paper knife £30-40

84 A pair of copper ex plated telescopic candlesticks 25cm and minor plated wares £30-50

85 An Art Deco style silver backed brush set comprising 2 hair brushes, 2 clothes brushes and a hand mirror,
Birmingham 1948 together with other hair brushes and a buffer £60-80

86 A silver engine turned cigarette case with vacant cartouche Chester 1921, together with a mustard spoon,
124gms gross together with a silver backed hand mirror and 2 cased plated sets £40-60

87 A mixed quantity of silver plated cutlery contained in a mahogany canteen £30-40

88 A cut glass waisted vase with silver collar Sheffield 1903 18cm £40-60

89 A silver ingot and chain, a silver sports fob, 42gms, a plated ditto £30-40

90 A white metal and gilt rams skull necktie pendant on a leather strap £30-40

91 A gilt gate bracelet and padlock together with minor costume jewellery £30-50

92 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery £40-50

93 An Art Deco imitation pearl necklace and minor necklaces £30-40

94 A silver charm in the form of a whistle, a quantity of charms and chains, 258gms gross £50-75

95 Two silver charm bracelets, a silver identity bracelet, a collection of rings, chains and 2 pendants, 345gms
gross £80-120

96 A marcasite necklace, bracelet and pair of earrings £25-35

97 A small quantity of vintage costume jewellery contained in a Chinese pewter mounted box £25-35

98 A gilt locket, a silver filigree bracelet and minor costume jewellery £30-40

99 A quantity of modern and vintage costume jewellery £40-50
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100 A quantity of ladies and gentleman's modern wristwatches £40-60

101 An extensive matched Victorian silver canteen of lily pattern cutlery by George Adams comprising 6 egg
spoons London 1871 and 1875 monogrammed, 6 tea spoons London 1855 monogrammed, 6 tea spoons
London 1859 and 1871, 6 tea spoons London 1853 with crest, 8 tea spoons London 1853 and 1866 with crest,
2 mustard spoons and 1 caddy spoon rubbed marks, salt spoon London 1864, 4 tea spoons London 1846, 2
measuring spoons London 1843 and 1856, 12 dinner forks London 1857, 1858 and 1868 with crests, 16
dessert forks London 1858, 12 table spoons with crests London 1856, 1857, 12 dessert spoons London 1858
with crest, 2 ladles 1 with crest 1 without London 1856 and 1863, a serving spoon London 1871, pair of serving
spoons London 1857 and 1860, 2 small forks London 1854, a salt spoon London 1877, a ladle London 1852
with crest and a butter knife London 1855, total weight 5926 grams, contained in a mahogany canteen with
brass escutcheon and inset carrying handles, the door with carved scroll decoration enclosing 4 fitted drawers
with brass inset handles ( photo centre pages ) £2200-2600

The top of the canteen is cracked

102 A small quantity of vintage costume jewellery £30-40

103 An Indian white metal repousse bracelet and minor costume jewellery £30-40

104 A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery and coins contained in a mahogany box £30-40

105 A silver cross pendant and chain and minor silver jewellery 25 grams and a quantity of other costume jewellery
£30-40

106 A coin belt made up of an 1888 crown, 7 South African 2 shilling coins and 6 South African 2 1/2 shilling coins,
gross weight 222gms £50-75

107 A white metal stone mounted scent bottle and 4 others £30-40

108 A white metal hardstone set necklace and minor Eastern jewellery etc £40-50

109 A silver necklace and minor silver jewellery 112gms £50-70

110 A silver Tiffany ring size M and 7 other rings, 34gms £50-75

112 A pair of modern enamelled flattened scent bottles decorated with naked ladies 10cm £30-40

113 A white metal pill box, 3 others and minor trinket boxes £30-40

114 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery £30-40

115 A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery £30-40

116 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery and watches £30-40

117 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery and watches £30-40

118 A Sorrento inlaid musical jewellery box and minor costume jewellery, watches £30-40

119 A silver plated Edwardian repousse breakfast server 38cm £50-75

120 A Sheffield plate champagne cooler with floral decoration and twin handles 25cm £50-75

121 A Victorian silver plated bowl with scroll decoration raised on a Rococo base 16cm £50-70

122 An Edwardian silver plated 2 handled tray with pierced rim and vacant cartouche 52cm £50-75

123 A Victorian silver plated demi fluted bowl with engraved crest 33cm £50-75

124 A silver plated pedestal bowl with pierced rim, a 3 piece tea set and a shallow dish £30-40

125 A silver plated 3 division hors d'oeuvres dish and minor plated wares £30-40

126 A circular silver plated tray 36cm, a pedestal cup and minor plated wares £30-50

127 A 9ct yellow gold half hunter pocket watch with blue enamelled numerals, the enamelled dial with seconds at 6
o'clock contained in a 50mm case, gross weight 96 gms ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

This watch is not working

128 A yellow metal 18ct 3 stone diamond ring, approx. 0.10ct, size P, 2gms £50-75

129 A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T-bar and ring, 25.3gms ( photo centre pages ) £250-300
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130 A pair of oval 9ct yellow gold cufflinks and a ditto chain, 11gms £120-150

The chain is broken

131 An early 19th Century yellow metal enamelled, seed pearl and hair locket, swivel ring marked C.A Barrowbank
OB.17 May 1815 AET9, size M ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

132 A 19th Century yellow metal enamelled, seed pearl and hair locket brooch, engraved on reverse Masr Edward
Barrowbank died 21 October 1830 aged 2 years and 9 months £100-150

133 An Edwardian yellow metal stamped 18 and white metal Albert with ring and clasp 33cm, 7.7gms £150-200

134 A gilt metal chain with 2 small hardstone seals £35-45

135 A 9ct yellow gold identity bracelet together with a gentleman's ring with cut shank 9.4gms £100-140

136 A 9ct yellow gold rope twist ring 3.3gms, 2 yellow metal brooches and a ditto oval  locket £50-75

137 A white metal stamped Plat. aquamarine and diamond ring, the centre stone 1.7ct, the baguette cut diamonds
0.20ct, size N, 4.3ms £700-800

138 A gentleman's 9ct gold ring size P, a pair of cufflinks, stick pin and ring, 10gms £100-150

139 A yellow metal banded agate tie pin, 2 others £40-60

140 A 19th Century yellow metal stamped 15ct buckle ring with in memoriam recess, size M, 4gms £50-75

141 A 19th Century gilt hardstone seal and 1 other £30-50

142 A 9ct yellow gold box link necklace 74cm, 16.5gms £160-190

143 A white metal stamped Plat. yellow sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 1.55ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 0.5ct, size M 1/2, 4.4gms £800-1000

144 A half sovereign 1896 £140-160

145 Two gentleman's 9ct gold rings 8gms, 2 9ct gem set rings, gross 4.5gms and a 22ct yellow gold cut wedding
band 2.3gms £120-150

146 A Victorian style yellow metal diamond heart shaped ring, set with a pear shaped amethyst 0.25ct, the brilliant
cut diamonds 0.6ct, size N 1/2, 3gms £380-440

147 Three 9ct yellow gold rings size I, J and O, 5.5 grams gross £50-75

148 A pair of Edwardian gilt metal lorgnettes £40-60

149 A white metal stamped Plat. oval emerald and diamond ring, the centre stone 0.6ct, the brilliant cut diamonds
0.5ct, size N, 3.3gms £800-1000

150 A cast silver floral pendant on a ditto chain, the centre of the pendant set with jewels, London 1979, 84gm,
maker S J H ( photo centre pages ) £180-220

151 Ensuite to lot 150, a pair of cast silver ear clips set with jewels, 6.7gms, 18mm £80-120

152 A pair of white metal oval emerald and diamond ear studs, the centre stones 3.8ct, the brilliant cut diamonds
0.78ct, 4gms, 12mm x 10mm £1600-1800

153 A 9ct yellow gold crucifix pendant and chain 2.5gms £30-40

154 A contemporary silver bracelet 10gms, stamped 925 £30-40

155 An Edwardian style diamond and ruby owl pendant, 6.8gms, diamonds approx. 1.0ct, 42mm x 20mm £450-550

156 A sovereign 2008 cased £300-350

157 A yellow metal Edwardian style target diamond ring 0.5ct, size M, 3.6gms £550-650

158 A sovereign 2017 cased £300-350

159 A sovereign 2016, cased £300-350

160 A sovereign 2016, Lest We Forget, Tristan da Cunha, cased £300-350

161 A pair of white metal stamped 18ct single stone diamond ear studs 1.2ct £1600-1900

162 A lady's 9ct cased Slava wristwatch and bracelet, a ditto with expanding strap, gross weight 30gms £60-80

163 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Masonic swivel signet ring size U, gross weight 8gms £80-100
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164 An Edwardian style yellow metal ruby and diamond ring, the brilliant cut diamonds approx. 1.18ct, the ruby
0.58ct, 10gms, size O £900-1100

165 A pair of 9ct yellow gold cufflinks and a tie pin, 5.5gms £60-80

166 A yellow metal stamped 18ct mine cut single stone diamond ring approx. 0.5ct, 2.4gms £100-150

167 A white metal stamped 750 gentleman's sapphire and diamond ring, the princess cut sapphires 1.25ct, the
brilliant cut diamonds 0.50ct, 10gms, size U 1/2 £1400-1600

168 Two 9ct yellow gold gem set rings, size K and K 1/2. 3.6gms £50-75

169 A silver and garnet set dress ring, 4.5gms, size N 1/2 £30-50

170 A white metal baguette and brilliant cut diamond cross pendant 28mm x 18mm suspended on an 18ct white
gold chain 42cm, gross weight 6gms £1600-1800

171 A yellow metal stamped 9ct circular amethyst and seed pearl dress ring, size K 1/2, 6.6gms £100-150

172 A yellow metal 18ct ring set with a sapphire and diamonds 4gms, size M 1/2 and a 9ct yellow gold garnet ring
3gms gross, size O 1/2 £100-140

173 An Edwardian style yellow metal 18ct aquamarine and diamond set ring, the centre stone 0.25ct, the brilliant
cut diamonds 1.0ct, size N 1.2, 2.3gms £500-600

174 Two yellow metal 9ct shirt studs set with onyx and pearls, 3 gilt agate ditto an 3 tie pins £40-60

175 A yellow metal 18ct garnet and diamond chip ring, size N, 2.5gm £40-60

176 Five yellow metal rings sizes M,M,L,L and K, together with a 9ct chain, gross weight 15.6gms £100-150

177 A white metal stamped Plat. aquamarine and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 2ct, the baguette cut
diamonds 0.25ct, 4.3gms, size O 1/2 £700-900

178 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery £30-40

179 A yellow metal 9k bangle, 2 brooches, a pendant and a necklace, 6.2gms £60-80

180 An engine turned silver propelling pencil (a/f) and 6 others £30-40

181 A Conway Stewart no.12 blue marbled fountain pen and 8 others, a black Parker 51 ditto £30-50

182 A 1970's Walt Disney chromium cased Mickey Mouse wristwatch on a leather strap £50-75

183 A Christmas 1914 tin with Christmas card £30-50

184 A collection of minor European coinage and commemorative crowns £30-40

185 A Second World War medal group to J E Boden comprising 1939-45, Africa with North Africa 1942-43 bar,
Burma and Italy Star and British War medal together with posting box, mounted £60-80

186 A collection of minor world coins and banknotes £30-40

187 A pair of World War Two medals comprising Defence medal and British War medal in original posting box to S
P Marshall £30-40

188 A white metal medallion from The Great Exhibition inscribed Prize Medal of the Exhibition Marshall and Co.
Class X1V on an onyx mount £50-75

189 A collection of minor European coinage £30-40

190 A First World War pair of medals to 14008 A.E.Giles.CK.MTE.R.N, together with a Special Constabulary medal
to Albert E Giles with original posting box and silver sports fob, together with an Imperial Service medal cased
and a St John Long Service medal to Edith Earl boxed £50-75

191 A collection of South African Boer War and First World War badges and pins £30-50

192 A Victorian tortoiseshell and mother of pearl purse (missing 2 sections of mother of pearl) together with a
tortoiseshell trinket box (loose lid) £40-60

193 A Victorian mother of pearl inlaid card case (loose lid), a ditto decorated with flowers and a smaller ditto £30-40

194 A gentleman's Dunhill gold plated engine turned fountain pen with 14ct nib in original box £50-75

195 A 19th Century Continental gilt needle case, a pair of ditto scissors and 2 implements £30-50
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196 Four silver proof commemorative coins - His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales and Lady Diana Spencer
1981 Royal Wedding (x2), Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother 1980 crown and a Queen Elizabeth The
Queen Mother 80th Birthday crown, each 28gms £80-100

197 A 1977 silver commemorative crown, a silver proof one pound coin and minor coinage £30-40

198 A United Kingdom Britannia silver proof coin set 1997 comprising 2 pounds, 1 pounds, 50 pence and 20
pence, 59gms £100-150

199 Twelve United Kingdom uncirculated coin sets - 1983,89,90,91,91,92,93,93,94,95,97 and 1998 £120-150

200 A 2001 United Kingdom proof coin set - Glimpses of the Victorian era £30-40

201 Ten coinage of Great Britain packs 1972 to 1981, proof coinage Jersey 1980 and 1981 and proof coinage of
Guernsey 1979 and 1981 £30-50

202 Three silver proof 1 pound coins - 1983, 1995 and 1997, 2 silver proof 2 pound coins 1995 and 1997 £60-80

203 Two silver proof 10 pence coins 1992, two 50 pence coins 1997, a ditto 1994 and a 2 pound coin £60-80

204 A quantity of 50 pence pieces 2016 and 2017 £40-60

205 Minor commemorative coins and crowns £30-40

206 Minor European coins and banknotes £30-40

207 A large collection of enamelled bowling pins and badges and spoons £40-60

208 A cased commemorative Guernsey coin set, minor coins and crowns £30-40

209 A J E Brandenberger 1872-1954 commemorative crown, minor commemorative crowns and sports medals
£40-60

210 A 2016 United Kingdom annual coin set, minor coins, crowns, commemorative medallions etc £40-60

211 A Victorian commemorative school medallion and minor coins and crowns £30-50

212 A repouse silver Art Nouveau style photograph frame 17cm £30-40

213 A silver card tray/salver with pie crust rim Sheffield 1977, 15cm, 148 grams £60-80

214 A white and yellow metal oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 1.5ct surrounded by brilliant
cut diamonds approx. 1.1ct, 4.2 grams, size N £850-950
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 A rare 1882 Royal Worcester porcelain aesthetic "Patience" teapot, designed by R W Binns, the cover in the
form of a double sided head, male and female, the male with a sunflower to his lapel, the female with an arum
lily to the other, the spout modelled as one arm with two thumbs and one arm with the handle with no thumb,
the body painted green, the hat painted purple with printed mark to base "Fearful consequences through the
law of natural selection and evolution of living up to one's teapot", marked Budge modelled by James Hadley,
with label for the C E Hanley collection numbered 19L, registration mark to base December 1881 and T mark
for 1882, 15cm. The design of the teapot is a critique of the Aesthetic Movement and inspired by the Gilbert
and Sullivan satirical operetta "Patience". ( photo centre pages ) £3000-5000

The lily has a minor chipped leaf unnoticeable unless under very close inspection

402 A Lalique glass pin tray in the form of a cockerel, marked lalique france 10cm £50-75

403 A Royal Worcester blush porcelain leaf jug 15cm £30-50

404 A Brannam Barum pottery vase with twist handles and decorated roundels, impressed marks Liberty & Co,
14cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

This lot is in good condition

405 A Royal Worcester blush porcelain vase decorated with pansies 19cm, (rubbed lip), a Doulton Burslem ditto
20cm (restored) £30-40

406 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern ladybird paperweight with gold stopper 4cm, ditto silver stopper 4cm, 3
seated bears (no stoppers) 8cm £30-50

407 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight Treasures of Childhood (no stopper) 6cm, 2 Royal Crown
Derby Imari pattern mugs  Treasures of Childhood 7cm, all boxed £30-40

408 A Troika square shaped vase with roundel decoration 11cm £40-60

409 Taylor, Tunnicliffe & Co, a Victorian cylindrical floral patterned biscuit barrel decorated birds with silver plated
mount 15cm £25-35

The rim to the base is f and r

410 A Royal Worcester blush porcelain 2 handled baluster vase decorated with flowers no.2021 14cm £30-40

411 A Troika square shaped vase with roundel decoration 11cm £40-60

412 A Brannam Barum Art Nouveau ceramic vase with twist handles 16cm, a ditto 11cm £40-60

413 A Royal Worcester blush porcelain vase/potpourri in the form of a bird carrying an ovoid cup no.471 20cm, a
ditto potpourri no.G76 9cm (both restored) £30-50

414 An Aynsley dish decorated with fruits by Jones 13cm £25-35

415 A Brannam Barum character jug with a pipe smoker, the handle in the form of a pigs head 14cm £40-60

416 A Wedgwood blue jasperware biscuit barrel with plated mounts and hunting scene 14cm £40-60

The base is cracked

417 An opaque glass bust of Paul Kruger 29cm £40-60

418 A 19th Century Staffordshire figure of Louis S Napoleon 32cm (heavily crazed throughout) and 1 other of a
Bagpiper on horse 29cm (head f and r) £30-40
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419 A Bursley Ware  coffee set pattern 772 by Charlotte Rhead, decorated with fruits comprising pedestal coffee
pot (chip to spout), cream jug, sugar bowl, 6 coffee cans and 6 saucers £100-150

 The coffee pot has a chip to the spout and one cup has a small chip to the base. One cup, the teapot, the
cream jug and the sugar bowl are all crazed. All saucers and cups have light contact marks/small scratches.

420 A modern Limoges gilt metal mounted egg shaped box 16cm and 9 others £50-75

421 A modern Limoges gilt metal mounted trinket box 7cm and 9 others £40-60

422 A modern Limoges gilt metal mounted trinket box 6cm, 6 other boxes and a dish £30-40

423 A modern Limoges gilt metal mounted trinket box 7cm, 7 others £30-40

424 A modern Limoges gilt metal mounted trinket box 3cm and 7 others £30-40

425 A Russian porcelain figure of a penguin 15cm, 6 other animals £40-60

426 Eight Capodimonte Gilbert and Sullivan operatic  figures - Sergeant of Police 24cm, Jack Point 26cm, Iolanthe
21cm, Sir Despard Murgatroyd 22cm, The Pirate King 29cm (broken sabre), Marco and Giuseppe Palmieri The
Gondoliers 23cm, Patience 22cm and Ko-Ko 24cm, all modelled by B Merli and on rococo bases ( photo
centre pages ) £200-250

427 Two 19th Century Continental oval porcelain plaques - portraits of ladies 4cm x 3cm £40-60

428 A Lladro group of a seal and pups 14cm £30-40

429 A William Moorcroft shallow blue ground plate decorated with flowers with Queen Mary label, monogram and
impressed mark 21cm £40-60

430 A William Moorcroft fruit bowl, the blue ground decorated with flowers, Queen Mary label monogram and
impressed mark 22cm £50-75

431 A William Moorcroft baluster vase, the blue ground decorated with flowers, Queen Mary label, monogram and
impressed mark 17cm £40-60

432 A Carlton Ware Noire Royale black ground vase decorated with birds and leaves, original label 1593, 13cm
£40-60

433 A modern Limoges gilt metal mounted box in the form of an egg 10cm, a quantity of trinket boxes £40-60

434 A Kevin Francis figure - Marlene Dietrich no.420 of 750, 23cm £40-60

435 A pair of Goebels style Art Deco bookends in the form of a boy and girl with dogs no.3590 14cm £40-60

436 A pair of contemporary Moorcroft Marshmallow pots and stands with covers, twin handled, impressed marks
and dated 2003, 21cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

437 A Moorcroft Denbies oviform vase decorated with a vineyard dated 2003 limited edition no.105 of 150, 19cm
£60-80

The Denbies wine estate is located on the outskirts of Dorking and is a local attraction near to where we are
situated

438 A Moorcroft blue ground pomegranate vase with impressed signature 18cm £40-60

439 A Lladro standing figure of a wise man 21cm, ditto of a kneeling woman 17cm £30-40

440 A Lladro figure of a clown sitting on a ball 5813 17cm, ditto of a balloon seller 5811 17cm and a seated ditto
5812 11cm £30-50

441 A Lladro figure of an angel 4959 20cm, a Nao group of 2 angels 19cm £30-40

442 An etched bottle decorated with flowers having a metal stopper 19cm, a ditto 17cm, another 14cm and an
octagonal ditto 15cm £40-60

443 A Beswick rectangular trinket box decorated with flowers 1712 13cm, a Studio Ceramic table lamp with
diamond decoration 22cm, a green ground Maling jug 15cm and a ditto basket 12cm £40-60
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444 Six Royal Doulton Brambly Hedge figure groups - The Bride and Groom DBH44 11cm, The Spring Story
Collection "Where are Basil's Trousers" DBH50 9cm, Happy Birthday Wilfrid DBH45 7cm, Wilfrid and The Toy
Chest DBH35 money box 10cm, Heading Home DBH48 8cm and The Ice Bull DBH30 10cm £50-75

445 Three Royal Doulton figures - Sharon HN3047, Francine HN2422 and Top O' The Hill HN2126 £25-35

446 Six Royal Doulton Wind in The Willows figures - No Amount of Shaking WW3 11cm, Ratty is that really you
WW10 11cm, Who is this time WW6 14cm, The Delight of Spring WW1 10cm and Every hole possessed a
face WW9 11cm £50-75

447 A Victorian lustre jug with mask spout 16cm and 7 others £30-50

448 Two Royal Doulton character jug - Golfer D6623 18cm and Granny base with A mark 16cm £30-40

449 Six Royal Doulton Wind In The Willows figures - Short winter days WW11 9cm, As good as new WW7 11cm,
Badgers winter store WW8 14cm, Sprawling by the river bank WW5 7cm, The open road, the dusty highway
WW2 12cm and Persuading Ratty WW4 12cm £50-75

450 An early 20th Century tobacco jar in the form of a soldier 15cm, 2 crested figure groups, 3 bisque soldiers and
2 white glazed ditto £40-60

451 A Maling bowl, lace pattern decorated with flowers (cracked) 19cm and 3 bowls £30-40

452 A Maling hexagonal red ground jug decorated with flowers 20cm, 3 others £30-50

453 A Noritake blue ground tea set decorated with panels of flowers and landscapes comprising teapot, lidded
sugar bowl, cream jug, 4 tea cups and 4 hexagonal saucers £50-75

Some minor wear to the gilding

454 A Maling 2 handled bowl decorated with flowers 25cm, 2 dishes, sugar bowl, cream jug and 3 oval dishes
£30-50

455 Twelve Royal Doulton Brambly Hedge figures - Poppy Eyebright DBH36 10cm, Pebble DBH41 9cm, Shrimp
DBH43 7cm, Mr Salt Apple DBH39 10cm, Clover DBH16 8cm, Basil DBH14 18cm, Flax Weaver DBH20 10cm,
Primrose Entertains DBH22 8cm, Wilfrid's Birthday Cake DBH49 9cm, Mr Toadflax DBH10 8cm, Mrs Crusty
Bread DBH15 9cm and Wilfrid DBH23 8cm £50-75

456 A collection of First World War commemorative china including a plate Lord Kitchener 25cm, a ditto Field
Marshal Lord Roberts 22cm and 19 other plates £30-40

457 Ten Royal Doulton Brambly Hedge figures Lord Woodmouse DBH31 11cm, Teasel DBH17 7cm, Mrs Toadflax
DBH11 9cm, Primrose Woodmouse DBH8 8cm, Lily Weaver DBH19 8cm, Mrs Apple DBH47 9cm, Old Mrs
Eyebright DBH9 9cm, Mrs Salt Apple DBH40 9cm, Wilfrid Carries The Picnic DBH34 8cm and Basil DBH38
9cm £50-75

458 A Studio Ceramic vase with ring handle 41cm £30-40

459 A Maling tapered vase decorated with flowers 22cm, ditto 20cm, an oviform ditto 23cm and a waisted ditto
24cm £40-60

460 A Royal Doulton oviform vase decorated with stylised flowers impressed With Compliments of W T Lamb &
Sons Xmas 1928, vase no.7654 23cm together with a stoneware hunting jug (a/f) 20cm £40-60

461 A Sarreguemines character jug Paul Kruger no.63185 17cm £40-60

462 A Maling preserve jar and cover decorated with flowers 12cm, pair of dwarf candlesticks, 4 ashtrays and a dish
£40-60

463 A Studio Glass fish paperweight 13cm, 10 other glass paperweights £30-50

464 A large baluster cut glass water jug 28cm £30-50

465 A Royal Winton basket decorated with flowers 10cm, 2 jugs and vase £30-40

466 A Studio Glass orange red freeform dish 37cm, 3 ashtrays and a vase £30-50

467 Nine Minton Art Nouveau tiles decorated with stylised flowers 15cm, 3 later blue and white ditto £40-60
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468 Eleven Royal Doulton Brambly Hedge figures - Old Mrs Eyebright DBH9 9cm, Mr Toadflax DBH46 8cm, Lady
Woodmouse DBH32 11cm, Mr Toadflax DBH10 7cm, Mr Salt Apple DBH24 6cm, Shell DBH42 9cm, Mrs Salt
Apple DBH25 9cm, Catkin DBH12 8cm, Conker DBH21 10cm, Dusty Dogwood DBH37 10cm and Old Vole
DBH13 7cm £50-75

469 A green glazed Art Pottery coffee pot 20cm, an Art Pottery jug 4cm, a similar goblet 12cm and bowl, circular
vase dish and a figure group £30-40

The figure group has a large chip to the back of the mans coat and the cylindrical vase has some wear to the
rim. Al items are otherwise in good condition.

470 A Wedgwood blue jasperware biscuit barrel with plated mounts decorated with classical figures 15cm, a ditto
preserve pot and lid, a vase, pin tray and 2 boxes £30-50

471 A Maling green lustre vase 15cm and 4 others £40-60

472 Eleven Royal Doulton Brambly Hedge figures - Lady Woodmouse DBH5 9cm, Poppy Eyebright DBH1 10cm,
Mrs Apple DBH3 9cm, Lord Woodmouse DBH4 8cm, Mrs Apple DBH2 9cm, Mrs Toadflax DBH11 9cm, Dusty
Dogwood DBH6 9cm, Mrs Toadflax DBH11 9cm, Wilfred Toadflax DBH7 8cm, Primrose Picking Berries
DBH33 8cm and Dusty and Baby DBH26 10cm £50-75

473 A MacIntyre Burslem Boer War breakfast set comprising quatrefoil tray (cracked and chipped), bulbous teapot,
sugar bowl (cracked), jug (cracked) and a teapot and saucer (cracked and broken) £30-50

474 A Continental stoneware 3 handled jug with simple ring decoration 32cm £50-75

There are numerous chips to the handles, spout and base

475 An Imperial Porcelain Wedgwood & Co wash stand set comprising water jug, wash basin and chamber pot
(cracked) £30-40

476 A Continental porcelain figure group of 2 exotic birds 27cm £40-60

477 A Continental porcelain figure group of 2 birds 29cm and 3 others £40-60

478 Four commemorative transfer print wall plaques of soldiers and an oval ditto of a sailor £30-50

479 A Royal Doulton Forsyth pattern part tea/dinner service comprising 6 tea cups (2 cracked), 6 saucers, a milk
jug (chipped), sugar bowl, 6 two handled bowls, 6 side plates, 5 dinner plates, 2 oval vegetable dishes and 6
dessert bowls £40-60

480 A Continental Majolica jardiniere with scroll decoration 19cm (cracked), ditto oval dish 32cm (chipped) £30-40

481 A Sylvac wall pocket in the form of a blue Budgerigar 21cm, minor decorative china £30-50

482 A late 19th Century German porcelain mirror frame decorated with cherubs and applied flowers 76cm
£200-300

There are numerous chips to the leaves and petals, 1 cherubs arm is broken and stuck, 1 is missing from the
elbow

483 A quantity of Royal Worcester Evesham dinner ware comprising 13 ramekins, 2 cream jugs, 2 milk jugs, large
jug, 4 dessert bowls, a souffle dish £30-50

484 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a seated cat 340 18cm, a ditto 225B 17cm (chipped ear) £30-40

485 A Beswick figure - Huntsman (on rearing horse) style 1, 2nd version, brown gloss no.868 25.4cm, modelled by
Arthur Gredington £60-80

486 A pair of Spode Italian hexagonal candlesticks 23cm, a smaller pair 18cm, 2 condiments, teapot, 2 jugs, a pot
and cover, flour shaker £40-60

487 A Japanese orange ground oviform vase decorated with dragons 15cm, 2 ginger jars decorated with flowers
(no lids) 12cm and 14cm £30-40
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488 A 19th Century Canton famille rose pattern bowl decorated courtly figures 20cm £60-80

This bowl has a star crack to the base, minor wear to the base of the interior and a small chip to the rim. It is
otherwise in good condition.

489 A 19th Century Japanese Imari mug raised on a circular spreading foot 16cm £120-150

This lot has a chip and some minor fritting to the handle but is otherwise in good condition.

490 A 20th Century Chinese Republic style famille rose shallow dish decorated with figures at a table in a garden
enclosed in a floral border 33cm £40-60

491 A Chinese antique style yellow glazed oviform vase decorated with leaves and scrolling flowers, converted to a
table lamp 35cm £80-100

492 A 20th Century Chinese Republic baluster style vase decorated with ladies in a garden with script to the
reverse (no lid) 34cm, on a hardwood base ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

493 A pair of late 19th Century Chinese blue and white moon shaped vases decorated with panels of birds and
flowers with dragon handles 21cm £40-60

Both have cracked and restored necks

494 Taylor Tunnicliffe & Co, a Victorian blue and white Willow pattern salad bowl contained in a plated mounted
faux tusk stand with presentation inscription and mounted servers £80-120

495 An Aynsley tea cup and saucer decorated with fruits by D Jones, a ditto box and cover and cabinet cup and
saucer £50-75

496 A Studio Pottery shallow dish decorated with flowers 33cm £30-50

497 A Beswick figure - Huntsman model no.1501, brown gloss, 21cm, modelled by Arthur Gredington together with
5 fox hounds 6cm (1 stuck tail) £80-120

498 A Studio amethyst glass vase 16cm, a green glass vase 16cm £40-60

499 A Studio grey bobbly glass cylindrical vase 20cm, £25-35

500 An Art Deco style blue glass vase 19cm, a Studio green glass vase 22cm £40-50

501 A pair of Victorian opaque and painted table lustres with faceted drops £30-40

One has a chipped base and there are numerous chips to the drops

502 A pair of Victorian Majolica square twin handled urns with floral decoration, raised on panelled feet 16cm h x
13cm x 13cm £30-50

Both are heavily damaged and cracked
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 A Dutch style brass 6 light chandelier 44cm x 52cm £40-60

One branch is bent

552 A Dutch style gilt metal and Delft 6 light electrolier 64cm h x 87cm diam. £60-80

553 A handsome Edwardian gilt metal shaped electrolier with griffin decoration 102cm h x 57cm £500-700

One sconce is slightly bent

554 A 19th Century square waisted copper street lamp housing 80cm h x 42cm w x 42cm d £40-60

Verdigris and without glass

555 An 18th/19th Century carved African iron wood vase, converted to a lamp 36cm h x 21cm diam. £100-150

556 A 1950's cast aluminium and enamelled circular boundary sign for Haltemprice, 87cm x 91cm (Haltemprice
Urban District Council was created in April 1935 as a result of the Local Government Review Order. It was
formed out of the former Cottingham and Hessle Urban Districts and part of Sculcoates Rural District. The
Council functioned until it was disbanded under Local Government reorganisation in March 1974 following the
Local Government Act 1972) ( photo centre pages ) £100-200

Some stone chips to the enamel

557 A pair of oval well weathered concrete twin handled planters 19cm x 85cm x 30cm ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

558 A Victorian reeded gilt metal oil lamp base with Corinthian capital triform base supported by sphynx 37cm x
25cm, converted to a table lamp £80-120

559 A bronzed figure of a standing cavalier raised on a circular base marked Elton CD 1990, 27cm h x 9cm £40-60

The cavalier's scabbard is F

560 A British Coal Mining Co. Wales UK Type Vale miners safety lamp 21cm x 8cm £40-60

561 Moss Bros, a gentleman's grey top hat size 7 1/8 £30-50

562 Beck, an iron and polished steel student's single pillar microscope marked 14658, contained in a wooden box
labelled Star Microscope £30-50

563 A rectangular figured walnut trinket box with hinged lid 4cm h x 17cm w x 12cm d together with a cylindrical
ditto 4cm h x 11cm diam. £30-50

564 An 18th/19th Century Indian carved and painted stone figure of Shiva 37cm h x 20cm w x 5cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £150-200

This piece is damaged and stuck in 3 places

565 A gilt metal 2 tubed surveying instrument?, contained in a pine case £50-70

566 A Swiss carved wooden trinket box, the lid decorated wooden building, trees and mountains with fitted tray to
interior 9cm x 35cm x 19cm £30-50

There is an 8cm split to the top, sun bleached

567 An Underwood portable manual typewriter £30-50

568 Eight various reproduction lead insurance marks £80-120

569 A copper and brass Trench art sugar scuttle formed from a shell with the cap badge of the Australian
Commonwealth Military Force 10cm h x 14cm w x 9cm d, 2 First World War Trench Art vases formed from
shells, bases marked Berndorf 1916 and 1917 13cm x 7.5cm, 2 clips of training rounds and 4 cannon shells
together with a brass easel photograph frame 23cm x 16cm (glass f) £40-60
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570 A spelter figure of a classical mounted warrior 19cm x 18cm x 9cm, (base is misshapen) £30-50

571 A Ferndale Coal and Mining Company brass coal miners safety lamp 21cm h x 8cm diam. £40-60

572 After M King, a bronze figure of a prancing horse, the base marked M King 1987 24cm x 20cm x 7cm £40-60

Some discolouration to the body, chips to the mane

573 A pair of spelter figures of Marley horses (both a/f and holed) 43cm h x 44cm w x 17cm d £40-60

574 A reproduction resin Penfold advertising golfing figure of a standing golfer  with pipe, marked "He Played a
Penfold" 50cm h x 16cm w x 16cm d ( photo centre pages ) £70-90

The pipe is loose, there is paint loss to the front

575 Three various Geodes specimens - 13cm x 12cm x 6cm, 14cm x 8cm x 13cm and 11cm x 10cm x 5cm,
together with 2 others £40-60

576 Of Zeppelin interest, a compass bowl from L32 Zeppelin, converted for use as a fruit bowl, raised on a silver
plated stand with metal liner and plated plaque marked "Compass bowl from L32, bought down at Billericay
Essex, 24th September 1916" 13cm h x 29cm w x 24cm d £50-80

577 Winston S Churchill, volumes 1 - 6 "The Second World War" published by Cassell & Co. 1948, with dust
wrappers (some sellotape and damage to dust wraps) together with Winston S Churchill "Europe Unite"
published by Cassell 1950 (tear to first page, mark to spine) and 1 volume Roy Farran "Winged Dagger"
published by Collins reprinted 1950 £40-60

578 Unis, a French Art Nouveau copper and brass side handled coffee pot raised on a stand with burner 32cm h x
14cm, an Art Nouveau square embossed copper lidded jug 27cm x 11cm x 11cm (old repair marks in places),
an Unton cylindrical copper and brass biscuit barrel decorated acorns 12cm x 12cm and a copper and brass
jug 22cm x 15cm £40-60

579 Woodrow of Glasgow, a gentleman's black silk top hat size 7, together with a leather carrying case £60-80

The top hat has some minor wear to the top edge but is otherwise in good condition.

580 A 19th/20th Century brass and iron doorstop in form of a mounted cavalryman 25cm x 18cm x 6cm £40-60

581 The British Coal Mining Company Type Vale miners safety lamp 21cm x 8cm £40-60

582 A bronzed figure group of a horse and foal, the base marked Crosa 1997 15cm h x 21cm w x 8cm d £40-60

583 A turned wooden hat block on a associated stand, the base marked 201 22, 28cm x 18cm x 14cm £50-75

584 A Wilcox and Gibbs manual sewing machine together with various attachments contained in a leather box
£60-80

585 A 19th Century copper and brass squat shaped kettle 17cm x 14cm (some dents), 1 other 19cm x 9cm and an
early electric kettle 17cm x 13cm £30-50

586 Fifty various turned hardstone eggs £40-60

587 A Victorian Benham embossed brass coal scuttle, raised on a circular foot 50cm h x 30cm w x 51cm d (shovel
missing) £30-50

There is a slight tear to the front

588 An Eastern circular cast bronze jar and cover raised on a spreading foot 9cm x 9cm £30-50

589 A carved white stone head and shoulders portrait bust of Dante, the base marked Dante 19cm h x 5cm w x
4cm d £50-75

Chips in places

590 An Art Nouveau gilt metal twin bottle ink stand incorporating a tray, raised on bun feet, base marked
RD143554 together with a dip pen 9cm h x 28cm w x 14cm d £40-60

591 Five gilt metal bells 5cm x 4cm £40-50

592 Two 18th/19th Century Nigerian gilt metal shackle bracelets 8cm x 9cm £50-75
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593 A Victorian Tunbridge Ware cylindrical jar and cover 2.5cm x 3.5cm, a carved hardwood inkwell in the form of
a cherry (liner missing) 4cm x 4cm, a Victorian ebonised and inlaid mother of pearl trinket/snuff box 2cm x 7cm
x 4cm and a Chinese red lacquered jar and cover 3cm x 5cm x 3cm £40-60

594 A turned olive wood thimble box in the form of pear 9cm x 4cm (chip to stalk), a Victorian rosewood and white
metal mounted snuff box 8cm x 2cm x 4cm, a Victorian inlaid olive wood and mother of pearl trinket box with
hinged lid 3cm x 10cm x 5cm (1 section of inlay missing), a wooden jar and cover 3cm x 4cm, small leather
box 3cm x 5cm x 3cm (lid f), glass jar and cover 3cm x 5cm and a Labrise 1930's tortoiseshell hand fan £40-60

595 An unmarked brass lock 2cm x 14cm x 7cm together with a Union brass lock marked Union Works Willenhall
1939 2cm x 12cm x 8cm £40-50

596 An Art Nouveau embossed gilt metal and glass standish, fitted an inkwell, raised on panelled supports 10cm x
21cm x 16cm together with a pewter ditto complete with ceramic inkwell 5cm x 15cm x 11cm £40-60

597 A Lucas Aceta 316 N bicycle lamp 15cm x 16cm (slight dent to base) £40-60

598 A 19th Century circular plate mirror contained in a gilt metal floral decorated frame 20cm £50-75

599 A Second World War pierced aluminium "POW" cigarette case 12cm x 8cm, 2 1945 South African Comfort
Fund cigarette boxes dated '45 (some light rust and dents), and an Afrikander metal tobacco box £40-60

600 A French chassepot bayonet complete with scabbard, the back of the blade dated 1868 together with 1 other
(no scabbard) £40-60

601 A socket bayonet with 37.5cm blade (tip missing), marked 10 (no scabbard) together with a Lee Metford
bayonet blade marked 9,90 (no scabbard) £40-60

602 A Jambuka with 21cm blade complete with scabbard £40-60

603 A Kukri with wooden grip, 1 skinning knife and leather scabbard £30-40

Large section of timber missing to the grip

604 An Enfield socket bayonet £25-35

605 Forehand & Wadsworth, a Russian model 32 five shot revolver, the chamber and butt of the grip marked
18528 £250-300

Damage to the plastic chequered grip

606 Abraham & Company of Liverpool, a 19th Century brass and rosewood 4 draw telescope £40-60

607 A carved Eastern hardwood paddle with leaf shaped head 113cm l x 13cm w ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

Some chips to the edge and paint marks

608 A 19th Century muzzle loading percussion fowling piece with 89cm barrel with proof mark, walnut stock with
chequer carving £75-95

The stock is cracked and there are heavy signs of old woodworm, barrel corroded and there is no ram rod

609 A 19th/20th Century double bladed shaped spear with 15cm blade and wooden shaft, 1 other double bladed
spear with leaf shaped blade 42cm and 1 other leaf shaped spear marked W Marples & Sons 13cm £100-150

610 A Victorian Infantry Officer's sword, the 82cm blade etched with Royal cypher and with gilt hilt, complete with
scabbard ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

There are 2 dents to the scabbard

611 An Indian patent Brown Bess flintlock musket, the lock marked Brooks, the 100cm  barrel marked London and
with Tower proof mark, having an oval plaque marked Abbot 8 ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

The ram rod is missing

612 An Edwardian Honourable Artillery Company swagger stick marked C.I.V 1900 £30-50

613 A 19th Century South African iron and hardwood war/battle axe, the iron head 12cm x 14cm, the hardwood
shaft 81cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
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614 A 19th Century muzzle loading percussion fowling piece with 80cm barrel, walnut stock with chequer grip, ram
rod and foresight are missing £70-90

615 A carved wooden ceremonial paddle of leaf shape 113cm x 9cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

616 A 19th Century South African iron and hardwood war/battle axe, the iron head 14cm x 19cm, the hardwood
shaft 73cm together with a yew and horn mounted bow marked 22 164cm £80-120

617 Three various African carved hardwood knobkerrie 64cm, 82cm and 98cm £60-80

618 A carved hardwood knobkerrie 64cm, a carved hardwood club 71cm and a shalaylee 73cm £60-80

619 A hide Zulu shield 86cm x 43cm £40-60

620 A Zulu dance spear with 17cm leaf shaped blade, the spiral turned lignum vitae shaft marked UVONGO,
together with a carved African double bladed dance spear 95cm, an African club/cane with hide and bead
decoration 87cm £40-60

621 A 19th Century fencing foil with 87cm blade and basket hilt, complete with green leather scabbard £80-120

Some rust and corrosion to the blade

622 Six carved oak shield shaped regimental wall plaques - The Lancashire Fusiliers, Dorset Regt., London Irish
Rifles, Northumberland Fusiliers, 16th County of London Rifles and The 19th Battalion London Regt. 18cm x
15cm £50-75

623 An African double sided leaf shaped spear on a turned wooden shaft 135cm l x 10cm 2, 5 spears with wooden
shafts and 2 steel spear heads £50-75

624 An Edwardian cane and beech wheelchair marked Surgical manufacturing Company Ltd, Surgical Instrument
Manufacturers 83-85 Mortimer Street 105cm h x 63cm w x 75cm d (seat 32cm x 36cm) £40-60

The cane seat to the base is damaged

625 An embossed copper leaf shaped sculpture 9cm x 89cm x 51cm £50-75

626 An alabaster turned column lamp raised on a circular base 87cm x 25cm £50-75

There is a crack to the lower section, chip to the top

627 Merryweather, a 19th Century copper and brass fire engine footboard lamp 22cm h x 12cm w x 10cm d
£80-120

Slight dent to top, chip to the glass on the left hand side

628 Benham Froud, a copper jelly mould with sceptre mark, marked 534, 11cm x 10cm £50-75

629 After Darrell Croker, a bronze figure group "Fast Finish" study of 2 race horses, raised on an oval base 37cm h
x 60cm w x 34cm d, base marked Fast Finish, Darrell Croker 1987 ( photo centre pages ) £120-150

630 A Lyons Tea double sided enamel on metal sign 28cm h x 38cm w ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

631 A Victorian cut glass oil lamp reservoir raised on an embossed metal base with ceramic socle base, complete
with glass chimney 58cm h x 16cm £40-60

632 A pair of Victorian Coalbrookdale style wrought iron bench ends marked Cnc no.24 85cm h x 40cm w £40-60

Both are missing sections

633 G Barker, a 40121 single pillar student's microscope complete with carrying case marked Bristol College of
Science and Technology £30-40

634 An Elizabeth II brass ships bell with crowned ER Cypher marked SCC 2/56 22cm x 24cm ( photo centre pages
) £80-120

635 An Adam style gilt metal 3 piece fireside companion set comprising tongs, poker and shovel £30-50

636 A bronze figure of a standing stag raised on an oval elm base 47cm x 38cm x 13cm d £50-75

637 A Victorian style cast iron stick/umbrella stand in the form of a standing cherub with snake, the reverse marked
Reg.Design 83cm x 46cm x 25cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
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638 A 19th Century spelter figure of a standing lady raised on a socle base (arm and fingers f) 55cm h x 15cm
£40-60

639 An 18th/19th Century Indian carved marble figure of a standing female Deity, raised on a rectangular base
59cm h x 17cm w x 12cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Both arms are a/f, one arm is loose

640 A pair of 18th/19th Century brass candlesticks with ejectors raised on circular bases 24cm x 10cm £30-50

One with old solder repair to base

641 After A M, a limited edition bronze figure group of 2 running greyhounds, base marked A M 1979 no.228/250
17cm x 34cm x 9cm £50-75

642 Eight various horse brasses £25-35

643 A lady's Art Deco crocodile handbag incorporating pockets to the sides 18cm h x 24cm w x 8cm d £30-50

Slight hole to the side

644 A carved Inuit figure of an otter 3cm x 20cm x 4cm, 1 other of a seated bear 7cm x 18cm x 5cm, 1 other
walking hippo 8cm x 15cm x 5cm, together with a Canadian carved figure of a bear 7cm x 10cm x 4cm £40-60

645 Ten 20th Century, 17th Century style Continental pewter plates with bracketed borders 27cm £50-75

646 Albert James Rowley (1899-1931), an oval parquetry panel depicting a kingfisher, contained in a gilt frame
54cm x 42cm, the reverse with A J Rowley, The Rowley Gallery 140-2 Church Street, Kensington label marked
Bird £80-120

There is a small area of damage to the inlay of the branch the bird is resting on and there is a minor split to
one of the inlaid blades of grass. The lot is otherwise in good condition.

647 A copper cylindrical preserving pan with iron handles 8cm x 23cm, a copper twin handled pot 10cm x 22cm
and a circular copper and brass hanging pot 11cm x 40cm £30-50

648 A brass hand bell with turned wooden handle marked WH10 27cm x 12cm £40-50

649 An inlaid Moorish style push button telephone 10cm x 23cm x 22cm together with an inlaid mother of pearl
trinket box 6cm x 19cm x 19cm £30-50

650 A pair of Handarbeit wall masks of Achatit ladies, marked Achatit to the reverse 7cm x 24cm x 17cm £30-40

651 A 144 piece bamboo and bone mahjong set and 2 blanks, together with markers contained in 5 shallow trays
£50-75

652 A gentleman's Scots black bowler hat size 7 1/4 £30-50

653 A silver bullion bolero jacket with section of Indian green velvet and bullion panelling £30-50

654 A Schutz polyphon together with 16 discs ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

655 Two Continental inlaid musical trinket boxes in the form of books, the lids inlaid birds and with secret to the
base 11cm x 24cm x 12cm £50-75

656 A circular Tudric plate, the edge decorated abalone shells, the reverse marked Tudric 1018 23cm diam. (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

657 A Victorian iron and brass paperweight in the form of a clenched hand folding a rod 5cm x 9cm x 5cm together
with a Newlyn style embossed copper tray 15cm x 15cm £40-60

658 A scent bottle in the form of a monkey with articulated limbs 12cm x 5cm x 2cm £40-60

659 An Eastern pierced brass circular lantern 8cm diam. £40-60

Some dents

660 Three bronze figures of pugs, playing, sitting and lying down £30-40

661 A French novelty cigarette dispenser in the form of a cylindrical hoarding decorated with adverts for Cabaret
Mogador Moulin Rouge Suze 22cm h x 10cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

Slight tears and marks in places
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662 A pair of green ground and floral patterned cloisonne enamelled vases 14cm x 4cm, decorated iris (both a/f)
£30-50

663 A 19th Century steel and mahogany corkscrew and 1 other £40-60

664 Four 19th Century bronze stacking bucket weights 4cm x 4.5cm £40-60

665 Thirty one various carved hardstone eggs together with a bunch of hardstone grapes £40-60

668 A 1956 United States of America Foreign Aid wooden packing case marked RMA and with 2 United States of
America Foreign Aid paper labels 42cm h x 64cm w x 47cm d £40-60

669 Thomas Richards, a 19th Century percussion pocket pistol, the 5cm barrel with proof marks (hammer currently
not attached to pistol) £80-120

670 Britains, a limited edition collectors model set of soldiers - The Welsh Guards no.4978 together with The
Parachute Regt. no.004185, both boxed (boxes have slight marks in places) £40-60

671 Twelve various lead soldiers - 2 officers, 4 ensigns and 6 guardsmen £40-60

672 Heubach.Koppelsdorf, a German porcelain headed doll with sleep eyes and open mouth with teeth, the head
incised Heubach.Koppelsdorf 300.7 Germany £30-50

673 A 1950's WJ Young Seldex coarse fishing reel and an anchor 4" trotting reel £30-40

674 A 1930's Alcocks Black Knight 3" fly fishing reel £30-40

675 A Gem aluminium centrepin fishing reel 7", a Strikeright centrepin reel 9", an aluminium and perspex centrepin
fishing reel 6 1/2" and a green pressed metal ditto 7" £30-40

676 A Maxima 6" centrepin coarse fishing reel together with a 4 1/2" ditto £30-40

677 Nine editions of the Fishing Gazette - January 4th 1936, January 18th 1936, May 2nd 1936, May 16th 1936,
June 13th 1936, February 13th 1937, July 22nd 1939, July 29th 1939 and 5t August 1939 £30-40

Staples are rusted

678 A rectangular well weathered concrete garden bench supported 2 squirrels 41cm h x 69cm w x 36cm d
£80-120

679 A circular well weathered concrete garden table raised on a pedestal support 74cm h x 125cm diam. £100-150

680 A well weathered crescent shaped concrete garden bench, raised on scrolled supports 44cm h x 113cm w x
37cm d £100-150

681 A pair of well weathered crescent shaped concrete garden benches raised on scrolled supports 42cm h x
100cm w x 36cm d £150-200

682 A 20th Century carved pine plaque in the form of a horse and chariot 26m h x 74cm w x 5 cm d £30-50

683 An Achatit carved mask of a Masai lady 39cm x 23cm, the reverse labelled and marked 6100H £30-50

684 A pair of 19th Century pince nez contained in a boat shaped lacquer and inlaid mother of pearl spectacle case
2cm x 15cm x 4cm £30-50

Glass is chipped to the side

685 A 19th/20th Century album of coloured plates and dried flowers from the Holy Land, contained in an olive wood
binding £30-50

686 Rev. W. Awdry "The Railway Series, No.5, Troublesome Tank Engine" signed £30-50

687 Of local interest, a black and white postcard of The Dun Horse, Mannings Heath, dated 7-2-25 together with
other black and white and coloured postcards £25-35

688 A small collection of black and white and coloured photographs £20-30

689 An album of black and white and coloured postcards including Bedford, Margate, Seaside resorts, Jersey,
Scotland, Edinburgh, Steam Cruise Liners, Switzerland, Norway, Pompei etc £50-75

690 A quantity of J Arthur Dixon coloured postcards £30-50

691 A quantity of J Arthur Dixon coloured postcards £30-50
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692 A quantity of J Arthur Dixon coloured postcards £30-50

693 Mclaren "Driving Ambition, The Complete Inside Story of Mclaren F1" limited edition no. 198 of 1000, signed
by Mansour Ojjeh, Ron Dennis, Gordon Murray, Crichton Brown, boxed £200-300

694 Eleven various stock books of mint and used world stamps, together with a blue stamp collectors album of
world stamps including Hungary, Great Britain, Germany, Czechoslovakia, Belgium £30-50

695 A collection of various Players, Wills and other cigarette/tea cards, contained in 2 shallow boxes £30-50

696 An album of Players cigarette cards - Coronation of George VI together with 13 others - Aeroplanes Civil,
International Air Liners, British Freshwater Fishes, Birds and Their Young (x2), Hints on Association Football,
Motorcars, RAF badges, National Flags and Arms (x2), Film Stars (x2), Tennis, 3 Wills cigarette card albums -
Radio Celebrities, Wild Flowers and Railway Engines, albums are mostly complete £30-50

697 John Players, 2 full sets of cigarette cards - Dogs 1931 and other full sets of Players cards £40-60

698 A Chad Valley "Mabel Lucie Attwell" felt doll (with Chad Valley label to base of foot) 33cm £40-60

699 A Mamod steam wagon together with a lumber trailer, the side of the cab with badge 1975, 8th Model Traction
Engine Rally Guildford ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

The steering rod to the top is missing

700 A Mamod stationary steam engine complete with burner raised on a square base 14cm  x 21cm x 18cm and 1
other 19cm x 23cm x 25cm £50-75

There is rust and paint loss in places

701 A scratch built stationary steam engine, running a circular saw 49cm h x 46cm w x 30cm ( photo centre pages
) £80-120

Burner tray to base is missing

702 Albert Johnson of New Bond Street, a lady's 1960's circular orange and purple striped hat, a lady's Dollargrand
simulated fur hat and 3 other hats, all contained in Lock & Co hat boxes £40-60

703 A lady's Marcelle George pink hat, a Fenwick green hat, a Mallard red and white polkadot hat, a black hat, a
blue hat, 3 straw hats and a hat box £40-60

704 After P McKuen, a limited edition bronze "The Arab Mares Head" no.14 of 200, raised on a mahogany case
21cm h x 13cm w x 9.5cm, together with 2 bronzed figures of walking Arab horses 15cm x 19cm x 6cm and
12cm x 5cm x 15cm £40-60

705 A collection of BVA Mazda and other valves contained in a red plastic crate £40-60

706 A collection of various Mazda Brimar and other valves, boxed £40-60

707 A collection of various Brimar, Marconi and other valves contained in a plastic crate £40-60

708 A large collection of Marconi, Mazda and other valves including military contained in a plastic crate £40-60

709 A collection of Mazda Brimar and other valves £40-60

710 Two shallow boxes containing a collection of Mazda Ediswan and other valves boxed £40-60

711 A collection of Mallard valves boxed and a collection of unboxed valves, all contained in a fruit box £40-60

712 A collection of military and other valves contained in a fruit box £40-60

713 A carved Eastern figure of a reclining deity raised on a pink marble stand 20cm h x 40cm w x 22cm d £40-60

714 Two limited edition sets of 29 2012 Olympic first class stamps nos. 1389 of 1950 and no.260 or 4500, framed,
together with a small collection of GB presentation stamps and first day covers £30-50

715 A Staunton carved wooden chess set contained in a Chinese wicker basket £40-60

One black pawn has small dent to the top, 1 white queen has a minor chip to crown, 1 white castle has a minor
chip, all have contact marks and mother damage to the bases

716 A 1975 Liberty's Centenary headscarf 85cm x 88cm together with a Liberty square cotton handkerchief 28cm x
26cm £30-50
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717 A 1930's Shellmax and BP Limited pressed metal oil dispenser 71cm h x 20cm w x 31cm d £50-75

Dent to the body and rust in places, there is a tear to the hose

718 An embossed copper Festival of Britain badge 16cm x 14cm, 2 brass iron stands, an Art Nouveau embossed
brass twin handled dish 22cm x 13cm, a copper and brass cylindrical milk measure, copper and brass hot
water bottle, etc £30-50

719 A gilt metal and opaque glass table lamp raised on a square base 61cm h x 16cm w x 16cm d £40-60

720 A cast iron railway wagon plate marked B881765 12T Wolverhampton 1959, lot no. 3209 16cm x 27cm £40-60

721 A cast iron railway wagon plate marked L.N.E.R. 21 Tons 1946 Darlington 273758 16cm x 27cm £40-60

722 A cast iron railway wagon plate marked B882140 12T Darlington 1959 lot no. 3225 16cm x 28cm £40-60

723 A cast iron railway wagon plate marked M.Standard 12 tons 742931 16cm x 28cm £40-60

724 A pair of brass gold scales raised on a rectangular wooden base 34cm x 26cm x 13cm £30-40

725 A 1 litre bottle of Dalwhinnie 15 year old malt whisky 43% vol., special centenary edition 1898-1998, boxed
£50-75

726 A 700ml bottle of Aberlour A'bunadh Highland single malt whisky 60.9% vol., bottled straight from the cask,
batch no.59, boxed £60-80

727 A 700ml bottle of Glenrothes malt whisky, distilled in 1989, bottled in 2003 ( photo centre pages ) £70-90

728 The Famous Grouse, a 70cl bottle of 1987, 100% oak matured vintage malt whisky, 40% vol., aged 12 years,
with presentation tin £70-90

729 The Famous Grouse, a 70cl bottle of 1989  100% oak matured vintage malt whisky, 40% vol., aged 12 years,
with presentation tin £60-80

730 The Famous Grouse, a 70cl bottle of 1992 100% oak matured vintage malt whisky, 40%  vol., aged 12 years,
bottled in 2003, with presentation tin £60-80

731 A 70cl bottle of 18 years old Glenfiddich single malt whisky, 40% vol., batch no 3469, contained in presentation
cardboard box £50-75

732 A 1970â??s 26 2/3 fl ozs bottle of The Antiquary De Luxe Old Scotch Whisky 70 percent proof £40-60

733 An early 1980's ? 75cl bottle of Glenmorangie 10 years old Highland malt whisky, 40% vol. £70-90

734 A 75cl flagon of QE2 commemorative 12 year old single malt whisky, boxed (there appears to be considerable
spirit loss) £20-30

735 A late 1990's Manchester United replica Cup Final shirt as worn in the 1963 F.A. Cup Final against Leicester
City signed by Denis Law, together with a ditto Tottenham Hotspur shirt as worn in the 1960's signed by Jimmy
Greaves, framed as one 82cm x 113cm.  This lot was purchased by the vendor at a Crystal Palace Football
Club Millennium Sporting Dinner in December 1999 at which Denis Law and Jimmy Greaves were guest
speakers, the lot also includes an advertising poster for the dinner and fold out menu with auction lot details for
the evening ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

736 A handsome pair of 19th Century verdigris copper and pierced lead cylindrical lamp housings 88cm x 44cm
with replacement perspex panels together with a pair of later wrought iron wall light brackets ( photo centre
pages ) £300-500

Both brass finials are slightly bent, the lead work is slightly bent in places

737 A Victorian pierced brass fender 22cm h x 142cm w x 28cm d £40-60

738 Two cardboard boxes containing a collection of boxed and unboxed valves including Mallard, Mazda and
others £40-60

739 A Lucas Silver King bicycle lamp £30-40

Section of metal missing to the top
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740 A German Galotta "Ideal" piano accordion, 120 bass, 41 keys, 3 reeds and 5 couplers, complete with 2
shoulder straps £130-160

The accordion is in working order

741 A W Ottway & Company brass gun sighting telescope marked C.O.W patent V.P. 5-51 W Ottway Ltd Eeling
1916, 67cm £30-50
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 L Burleigh Bruhl, print, townscape with buildings and bridge 50cm x 39cm, contained in a decorative gilt frame
£40-60

802 Charles Marshall 1809-1890, watercolour signed, rural scene with figure, cattle and buildings 19cm x 27cm
£60-80

803 **AL 04 (Tony Lord 1926-2021) pen and wash, Mr and Mrs Jones on Blackheath, inscribed en verso, 39cm by
33cm  **PLEASE NOTE - Works by this artist may be subject to Artist's Resale Rights £100-140

805 Michel Girard, born 1939, oil on canvas signed, French harbour scene with figures 52cm x 63cm £50-75

806 G D Tidmarsh, watercolour signed to bottom right hand corner, study of a trooper "The Sussex Gentleman and
Yeomanry Cavalry 1798" 32cm x 31cm, contained in an ebony frame £40-60

Some foxing

807 D Maclise, pencil sketch unsigned, portrait study of a gentleman 15.5cm x 11.5cm, label on verso ( photo
centre pages ) £80-120

808 19th Century oils on canvas a pair, figures on horseback, unsigned, 21cm x 31cm £50-75

809 20th Century oil on canvas, indistinctly signed, figure in a Continental townscape 39cm x 49cm £50-75

810 G M Hill, oil on canvas signed, study of a horse in a stable "General" 35cm x 44cm £50-75

There are numerous cracks to the canvas

811 E F B. 98, oil on canvas, study of kittens amongst straw 32cm x 83cm £80-120

812 John Yardley born 1933, oil on board signed, Continental street market with figures 33.5cm x 49cm ( photo
centre pages ) £150-200

813 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, band stand study, label on verso "Musical Appreciation" 23cm x
31cm £100-150

814 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, equestrian study, label on verso "A Gallop" 18cm x 28cm
£50-100

815 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour, equestrian study, label on verso "The Racing String" 16.5cm x 24cm
£50-100

816 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, soldiers on horseback, label on verso "Lifeguards" 17.5cm x
24.5cm £80-120

817 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, London street scene with figures 31cm x 47cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

818 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, town scape with river and figures 31.5cm x 47cm £100-150

819 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, village scape with pub and buildings "Rainy Day" 31cm x 47cm
£100-150

820 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, harbour scene with vessels and distant buildings 31cm x 47.5cm
£100-150

821 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, harbour scene with beached boats and distant cargo ship 31cm x
47cm £100-150
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822 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, winterscape with Windsor Castle 31.5cm x 45.5cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-200

823 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, old fishing vessels 31.5cm x 45.5cm £100-150

824 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, snowy rural landscape 31.5cm x 45.5cm £100-150

825 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, village scene with figures beside a stream 29cm x 44cm
£100-150

826 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, winterscape with stream and sheep 31cm x 45cm £100-150

827 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, study of a thatched cottage with figures 31cm x 45cm £100-150

828 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, a still life vase of flowers 49.5cm x 35.5cm £100-150

829 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, country house study 20cm x 29cm £50-75

830 John Yardley born 1933, oil on board, beach scene with figures and deckchairs and distant buildings 20cm x
28cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

831 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, still life vases of flowers and teddy bear 50.5cm x 68.5cm
£100-150

832 John Yardley born 1933, watercolour signed, London street scene with figures 46cm x 66cm £100-150

The painting has slipped in its frame

833 18th Century oil on canvas unsigned, portrait of a young man with lace collar 33cm x 25.5cm ( photo centre
pages ) £200-300

834 A late 19th Century Japanese woodblock print of a lady holding a table aloft with 2 moon rabbits mixing with
pestles and a mortar, signed, 36cm x 26cm and 4 others £50-75

835 Alan King, oil on canvas signed "Winter Wonderland" with certificate 39cm x 50cm £80-120

836 Alan King, oil on canvas signed, "Cricket on The Village Green" with certificate 39cm x 49.5cm £80-120

837 Alan King, oil on canvas signed, "The Picture in the Window" with certificate 29.5cm x 39.5cm £60-80

838 Donald Ayres, born 1938, oils on board, a pair, signed "Sunset in Devon" and "Snow in Devon", moorland
scenes, 29cm x 39.5cm £200-250

839 J L Slew, watercolours a pair, barge in a river setting and cattle beside a stream 16cm x 21.5cm £50-75

840 After Nicolas Poussin (1593-1665), oil on copper, religious study, framed as an octagon 20cm x 25cm £50-75

There is extensive paint loss
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

851 Garrard, a 20th Century 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in an
oval gilt metal case 12cm x 10cm x 7cm, complete with key ( photo centre pages ) £80-100

Clock is currently running

852 Japy Freres, a 19th Century French striking on bell portico clock having an enamelled dial with Roman
numerals contained in a gilt metal and inlaid rosewood case surmounted by an associated gilt painted figure of
a lion 46cm h x 24cm w x 13cm d £120-150

The gridiron pendulum is missing a hook to the top and there is no key

853 St Blaise, a 1950's Swiss timepiece with rectangular silvered dial and gilt batons, contained in a gilt case
enclosed by a pair of pierced doors decorated a map 13cm x 15cm x 5cm £50-75

Clock is currently running, the hand adjustment on the back is missing

854 Estyma, a 1950's travelling alarm clock with square paper dial, Arabic numerals, contained in a red Bakelite
arched case 7cm x 12cm x 5cm, fitted a musical box, together with a Smiths Art Deco timepiece with silvered
dial, Roman numerals, contained in a white Bakelite case 13cm x 14cm d x 6cm (winder missing to the back)
£30-50

855 A 19th Century French 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals, contained in a gilt
painted spelter case supported by a figure of standing lady and gentleman 35cm h x 40cm w x 9cm d £80-120

There is no pendulum, the enamelled dial has chips to the winding hole, both back legs are a/f

856 Smiths, an Art Deco electric timepiece contained in a mahogany case with gilt Arabic numerals 19cm x 23cm
£30-50

857 An aneroid barometer with porcelain dial contained in a mahogany case 5cm x 21cm £30-50

858 A 19th Century inlaid oak longcase clock case (no movement) 126cm h x 51cm w x 23cm d, the aperture of
the hood 43cm x 30cm £80-120

Veneers lifting slightly in places, the upper left hand side section of the inner hood is missing, there is a crack
to the bottom of the foot

859 Gustav Becker, a chiming wall clock, the 25cm silvered dial with Arabic numerals contained in a shaped
mahogany case 81cm h x 41cm w x 16cm d £30-50

Section of veneer missing to the right hand top edge, 2 grills missing to the side, veneer to the base is bubbling
in places

860 Jerome, an Edwardian 8 day striking bracket clock with 13cm gilt dial, silvered chapter ring and Arabic
numerals contained in a carved oak Portico style case 39cm x 29cm x 17cm, complete with pendulum and key
£40-60

861 A 19th Century French 8 day timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals contained in a 2 colour
marble architectural case 30cm h x 35cm w x 15cm d, complete with 2 keys and 1 pendulum £40-60

There is a crack to the glass door

862 A barometer, thermometer and clock with silvered dials, contained in a lantern shaped gilt case 24cm x 10cm
£50-70

863 An Art Deco bedroom timepiece with gilt dial and Arabic numerals contained in an octagonal blue lacquered
chinoiserie style case 10cm x 9cm x 5cm, together with a Smiths Art Deco barometer contained in a glass
case 12cm x 4cm x 5cm £40-60

The clock is not working
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864 A Swiss Victorian style singing bird automaton contained in a gilt case, the base marked Reuge Music Sainte-
Croix Made in Switzerland 29cm x 16cm £40-60

Currently not running

865 A 20th Century striking mantel clock with enamelled dial, contained in a gilt and cloisonne style case
surmounted by a figure of a boy removing a thorn from his foot, 65cm h x 30cm w x 15cm d, complete with
pendulum (no key) £40-60

The right hand finial is loose

866 A French 19th Century comtoise clock with square gilt dial, painted Roman numerals, striking on a bell,
contained in a pine case 126cm h x 42cm w x 31cm d, complete with pendulum and key £50-75

Contact marks to the case, escutcheon is missing, top hinge to the hood door is missing
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Rugs and Carpets

881 A blue, orange, white and red ground Suzni kilim runner with all over geometric design, 270cm x 67cm £70-90

882 A white, green and brown Chobi kilim rug 52cm x 56cm £25-35

883 A black, red and white ground Maimana kilim rug 84cm x 59cm £25-35

884 An orange, white and green ground Chobi Kilim with 2 diamonds to the centre 52cm x 51cm £20-30

885 A white, green and turquoise ground Chobi kilim rug with overall diamond design 154cm x 103cm £70-90

886 A yellow and black ground Mori Jaldar rug with central medallion and 3 row border 28cm x 30cm £20-30

887 A black, green and tan ground Maimana kilim runner with all over diamond design 190cm x 63cm £50-75

888 A red, blue and white ground Belouche rug with 2 medallions to the centre 133cm x 84cm £70-90

889 A white, tan and green ground Chobi kilim runner with all over geometric designs 198cm x 63cm £60-80

890 An orange and brown ground Afghan rug 128cm x 86cm £40-50

893 A black and white ground Chinese rug decorated dragons 177cm x 122cm £40-50

894 A pink and gold ground machine made Persian style rug 182cm x 122cm £30-50

There is wear to the binding on 1 side

895 A green and cream ground Chinese rug with dragon medallion to the centre 282cm x 185cm £50-75

Some staining in places, fringe cut to 1 end

896 A pink and gold ground machine made Persian style rug with central medallion 180cm x 120cm £30-50

897 A blue and white ground Chinese rug decorated birds 280cm x 181cm £40-60

Some moth and staining in places

898 A red and white ground Afghan carpet with multi row border and 75 octagons to the centre 278cm x 195cm
£100-150

Some moth

899 A blue and white floral patterned Chinese rug 247cm x 172cm £40-60

Staining and moth damage

900 A peach and black ground Bokhara carpet with 189 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 242cm x
257cm £80-120

Stained in places, fringe cut in places, requires airing

901 A red and blue ground Persian carpet with central medallion within a multi row border 297cm x 201cm £80-120

Some flecking in places

902 A white, brown, tan and black ground Chobi Kilim runner with all over geometric designs 295cm x 82cm
£130-160

903 A blue and red ground Meshwani runner with 5 diamonds to the centre 250cm x 60cm £80-100

904 An orange, green, black and white ground Chobi Kilim rug with all over geometric design 203cm x 127cm
£130-160

905 A white, orange and green ground Chobi Kilim runner with all over geometric designs 215cm x 68cm £70-90

906 An orange, green, brown and blue ground Chobi Kilim rug with diamond decoration to the centre 136cm x
89cm £70-90

907 A brown, red and blue ground Maimana Kilim runner decorated diamonds 193cm x 62cm £60-80

908 A white, black and green ground Chobi Kilim rug with geometric designs 153cm x 100cm £80-100

909 A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 5 diamonds to the centre 243cm x 56cm £80-100
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

921 A Victorian crossbanded and inlaid mahogany 2 tier side table fitted 2 frieze drawers, raised on square tapered
supports, brass caps and casters 77cm h x 106cm w x 54cm d £80-120

The top is slightly warped, scratches to the top, staining and scratching to the underiter

922 A Victorian mahogany show frame rocking chair upholstered in mushroom coloured material, 98cm h x 76cm w
x 50cm d £50-75

Sun bleached, contact marks, split to the bar at the top, upholstery lifting to top right hand edge

923 A Victorian figured walnut square 2 tier revolving bookcase, top inset green leather, 71cm h x 46cm w x 46cm
d £50-75

Ring mark to top, light scratches in places

924 A Victorian mahogany D shaped chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles 109cm h x 100cm w x
46cm d £60-80

Top slightly warped, scratching and contact marks in places

925 A Queen Anne style bleached walnut slat back open armchair with upholstered drop in seat, raised on cabriole
supports 82cm h x 53cm w x 48cm d (seat 28cm x 26cm) £40-60

Frame loose, sun bleached

926 A mahogany Globe Wernicke 3 tier bookcase with raised three quarter gallery enclosed by glass panelled
doors above a drawer 137cm h x 90cm w x 31cm d £150-200

Contact marks to the edges and throughout

927 An Edwardian Art Nouveau mahogany dressing chest with oval bevelled plate wall mirror, the base fitted 2
glove drawers above recess, 2 short and 2 long drawers with metal plate drop handles 159cm h x 106cm w x
46cm d £50-75

Ring marks and scratches in places

928 A Queen Anne style figured walnut display cabinet with adjustable shelves enclosed by arched astragal glazed
panelled doors, raised on cabriole supports 114cm h x 106cm w x 30cm d £50-75

929 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bureau bookcase, the upper section fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
doors, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 4 long drawers, raised on cabriole supports 191cm h x
91cm w x 42cm d £50-75

All brass escutcheons are missing

930 An Italian style shaped plate dressing table mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 61cm x 47cm x 31cm
£40-60

Some plaster loss in places

931 A Victorian rosewood sarcophagus shaped twin handled tea caddy with hinged lid 19cm h x 34cm w x 18cm d
£30-50

Some light scratches and water marks, the handles are f, interior missing

932 An Edwardian bleached inlaid and crossbanded mahogany side table, fitted a frieze drawer with swan neck
drop handles, raised on square tapered supports 76cm h x 91cm w x 46cm d £40-60

Sun bleached and light contact marks in places

933 A square Chinese carved hardwood 2 tier jardiniere stand, raised on cabriole supports 76cm h x 35cm w x
35cm d £50-75

Ring and contact marks throughout
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934 An Edwardian oak and brass banded coal box with patented hinged lid 30cm h x 30cm w x 41cm d £30-50

Pitting and scratching throughout

935 A 19th Century oval mahogany snap top wine table raised on turned column and tripod base 70cm h x 56cm w
x 42cm d £30-50

Top has scratching and a repair to the leg

936 A Victorian quarter veneered figured walnut Loo table, raised on turned column and tripod base 71cm h x
120cm w x 98cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Top is warped and has ring marks

937 An oval bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a decorative pierced gilt frame 102cm h x 59cm w £40-60

938 Two similar Georgian Chippendale style slat back mahogany dining chairs with upholstered seats raised on
square supports, 1 measures 95cm h x 42cm w x 43cm d (seat 31cm x 25cm) the other 99cm h x 50cm w x
39cm d (seat 28cm x 24cm) £30-50

One has a mark to the cresting rail and a loose frame, the other signs of old but treated worm and an old repair
to the top left hand rail

939 A Victorian rosewood and inlaid mother of pearl trinket box with hinged lid revealing a fitted interior with secret
drawer to the base 15cm h x 30cm w x 21cm d £30-50

Ink marks and light scratches

940 A Georgian style mahogany sofa table fitted 2 drawers, raised on standard end supports, brass caps and
casters 76cm h x 91cm w x 60cm d £50-75

Light scratches and contact marks

941 A 19th Century Continental D shaped mahogany extending dining table with 2 extra leaves, raised on 6 turned
and reeded supports 74cm h x 100cm w x 102cm l x 197cm l with the leaves £50-75

There are signs of old but treated worm in places to the base

942 A Victorian oval inlaid rosewood drop flap 2 tier occasional table, raised on cabriole supports 67cm h x 46cm w
x 49cm d £80-120

Slight water mark to the top, undertier slightly scratched

943 An Edwardian Art Nouveau carved oak hall stand with carved cornice fitted 6 hooks, having a rectangular
bevelled plate mirror to the centre, the base fitted a glove drawer, complete with drip trays, raised on turned
supports 188cm h x 102cm w x 29cm d £60-80

Sun bleached and contact marks in places, small section of moulding missing to top left hand edge

944 A 19th Century style oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 50cm h x 48cm w x
21cm d £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, sun bleached in places

945 A French Georgian style oak card table with shaped outline, candle and money wells, raised on cabriole
supports 75cm h x 81cm w x 40cm d £100-150

Contact marks to the top, old repair to the left hand legs

946 A 1930's oak Jacobean style bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 1 long drawer, the base
enclosed by moulded panelled doors, raised on bobbin turned supports with H framed stretcher 105cm h x
77cm w x 45cm d £40-60

There are 4 holes to the top

947 The Standard Folding Bed Company, 28-29 Hart Street, London, an Edwardian folding bed contained with in a
carved walnut cabinet with moulded cornice, enclosed by a pair of mirror panelled doors, raised on a platform
base 220cm h x 98cm w x 40cm d £150-200
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948 Heals, a mid-Century teak dining table with chamfered edge, raised on turned supports 73cm h x 90cm w x
176cm l when closed, with extra leaf 225cm l £60-80

This table has sun bleaching, minor scratches and pitting to the top. The table extends by pulling either end out
then folding the fitted middle leaf out. There is a small chip to the veneer in the middle of the fold out leaf.

949 A 19th Century mahogany secretaire chest, the well fitted secretaire drawer above 3 drawers, raised on
bracket feet 105cm h x 108cm w x 56cm d £200-250

There is a split to the top which is also warped, 2 handles do not match, 3 handles missing and some cock
beading is missing in places

950 A Victorian light oak smokers/collectors cabinet with brass countersunk handles 33cm h x 30cm w x 25cm d
£30-50

The brass plaque to the top of the cabinet is missing, no key and fitted interior is missing

952 An Edwardian triple plate over mantel mirror fitted 3 shaped bevelled plate mirrors contained in a carved
mahogany frame with 2 shelves 141cm h x 152cm w x 4cm d £60-80

There are numerous splits to the frame

953 An Italian style plaster and gilt painted console table fitted a drawer with pierced frieze, raised on turned
supports with mythical figures to the front ending in paw feet 92cm h x 135cm w x 36cm d ( photo centre pages
) £100-150

Scratches and contact marks to the top and throughout

954 A Georgian shaped inlaid mahogany cutlery box with hinged lid 40cm h x 29cm w x 26cm d £40-60

Lid is slightly warped, cock beading is missing to the side, damage by lock, escutcheon is missing

955 A Victorian mahogany D shaped chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles 112cm h x 103cm w x
46cm d £60-80

The top is warped, split and has ring marks, section of veneer missing to the back left and front left hand edge,
top right hand drawer has a split to the front, veneers missing to the front in places

956 An Edwardian walnut box seat piano stool with upholstered seat raised on turned and fluted supports 49cm h x
47cm w x 37cm d £30-50

The interior has 2 metal braces

957 A pair of 1930's Queen Anne style walnut slat back bedroom chairs, the seats upholstered in Berlin woolwork,
raised on turned supports with H framed stretchers 92cm h x 43cm w x 41cm d (seat 20cm x 21cm), marked to
the underside C.B £30-50

Frames loose, 1 has damage to the front section of Berlin seat

958 A circular Georgian mahogany pedestal extending dining table raised on turned column and tripod supports,
brass caps and casters 70cm h x 146cm w x 144cm when closed x 242cm when extended £120-150

The top and one of the leaves are  warped and sun bleached, 1 of the leaves has a split. There is severe
warping to the leaves.

959 A Victorian carved oak bookcase 111cm h x 92cm w x 33cm d £40-60

Some stains to the top

960 A Victorian oak stationery box with silver plaque to the lid, stepped interior, the base with 2 drawers enclosed
by a panelled door 24cm h x 26cm w x 18cm d £30-50

1 nail missing from the silver panel to the top, there is damage and section of timber missing to the top and
bottom right hand edges, sun bleached and water marked

961 A Georgian style bow front hanging corner cabinet with carved cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by a panelled
door 87cm h x 71cm w x 50cm d £30-50
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962 A 19th Century French inlaid rosewood bonheur du jour, the raised superstructure fitted an arch shaped
bevelled plate mirror above a drawer flanked by cupboards enclosed by glazed panelled doors, the fall front
revealing 3 pigeon holes, drawers and a well, raised on cabriole supports with gilt metal mounts throughout
158cm h x 82cm w x 54cm d ( photo centre pages ) £250-350

Sun bleached, fall front slightly warped, veneer is bubbling to the sides, contact marks, some veneer is missing
to the legs

963 A Georgian oak hanging corner cabinet with moulded and dentil cornice enclosed by panelled doors complete
with polished key 105cm h x 97cm w x 64cm d £80-120

Dentilling missing to the cornice

964 An Edwardian mahogany London ladderback dining chair with upholstered drop in seat, raised on square
supports with H framed stretcher 90cm h x 50cm w 41cm d (seat 27cm x 25cm) £40-50

965 A Georgian style walnut oyster veneer and crossbanded sideboard, fitted a drawer above double cupboard,
flanked by 2 drawers above cupboard enclosed by panelled doors 82cm h x 180cm w x 45cm d £50-75

966 A Victorian walnut and ebonised oval Loo table raised on 4 turned and fluted columns with platform base and
scrolled feet 68cm h x 120cm w x 84cm d £40-60

The ebonised top is showing considerable signs of wear and bubbling in places

967 A 19th Century oak and embossed metal dresser, the raised back fitted 4 embossed copper panels decorated
tavern scenes above 4 short drawers, the base fitted a cupboard enclosed by embossed copper panels,
decorated urns, raised on bun feet 155cm h x 142cm w x 55cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Top is slightly warped, cracked, scratches and ring marks in places

968 A Georgian style mahogany hanging corner cabinet, interior fitted a shelf with moulded cornice and brass H
framed hinges 64cm x 53cm x 58cm £30-50

969 An Art Nouveau rectangular bevelled plate over mantel mirror contained in a shaped and pierced mahogany
frame 82cm h x 94cm w x 15cm d £30-50

Slight split just beneath the base of middle of the shelf

970 A pair of Georgian style yew bedside chests of serpentine outline with canted corners fitted 3 drawers, raised
on bracket feet 59cm h x 50cm w x 39cm d £50-75

971 An Edwardian inlaid crossbanded mahogany 2 tier occasional table, raised on pierced tapered supports 72cm
h x 68cm w x 50cm d £40-60

The top is slightly warped, scratched and has pitting in pkaces

972 An Edwardian mahogany linen press with moulded and dentil cornice, the interior fitted 3 trays enclosed by
panelled doors, the base fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on bracket feet 216cm h x 130cm w x 62cm
d £150-200

A 37cm section of timber is missing to the left hand edge, sun bleached, contact marks in places, 2 brass
escutcheons are missing

973 A set of 8 limed oak high backed dining chairs with upholstered seats and backs, raised on turned supports
with H framed stretcher comprising 1 carver 120cm h x 63cm w x 50cm d (seat 33cm x 35cm) and 7 standard
chairs 114cm h x 50cm w x 46cm d (seat 28cm x 32cm) £80-120

974 A Georgian oak hanging corner cabinet with moulded cornice enclosed by a panelled door with H framed brass
hinges 90cm h x 73cm w x 50cm d £60-80

A small section of timber missing below the 1st H framed hinge and above 2nd H framed hinge

975 A pair of heavily inlaid mother of pearl Moorish armchairs with spindle decoration  88cm h x 61cm w x 47cm d
£100-150
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976 A Victorian oval drop flap extending dining table, raised on 6 turned and fluted supports with 2 extra leaves
70cm h x 114cm w x 58cm when closed x 113cm when open, with the extra leaves 214 cm l ( photo centre
pages ) £150-200

One of the leaves is a later replacement

977 An Edwardian carved walnut bar back open armchair with bobbin turned decoration, upholstered arms and
seat 96cm h x 61cm w x 54cm d (seat 27cm x 34cm) £50-75

Sun bleached, missing a small section of timber to the right hand back leg

978 A Georgian style serpentine fronted yew chest of 4 drawers, raised on bracket feet 72cm h x 73cm w x 44cm d
£50-70

979 An Edwardian octagonal mahogany 2 tier occasional table, raised on turned supports 67cm h x 73cm w x
74cm d, together with a machine made tapestry under glass to the top £50-75

Top is slightly warped and has a split

980 A Moorish inlaid games table with arched and bobbin turned decoration to the apron, the interior fitted a
backgammon board, a card table and chess board, raised on outswept supports 79cm h x 92cm w x 46cm (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

981 A Chinese hardwood and metal mounted cabinet with brass carrying handles to the sides, the top section fitted
6 short drawers enclosed by panelled doors above a cupboard enclosed by panelled doors, the lower part
fitted 1 long drawer, with a short drawer to either side, the base with fall front 110cm h x 81cm w x 38cm d
£80-120

982 A set of 6 Victorian carved and pierced walnut high back dining chairs with over stuffed seats, raised on
French cabriole supports 100cm h x 47cm w x 40cm d (seats 24cm x 26cm) ( photo centre pages ) £120-150

One has a broken back, all are sun bleached, frames loose

983 A 19th Century rectangular plate mirror contained in a decorative gilt plaster frame 111cm h x 79cm w x 9cm d
£50-75

Some plaster work missing in places

984 A pair of Moorish octagonal inlaid olive wood and mother of pearl pedestal tables, raised on panelled supports
55cm h x 39cm w x 39cm d, complete with plate glass tops £80-120

985 A mid 20th Century teak and chrome rectangular drop flap dining table, raised on chrome supports 74cm h x
90cm w x 136cm l x 193cm when extended £80-120

The top is slightly warped, water and ring marks

986 An Edwardian pierced and ebonised show frame sofa upholstered in gold buttoned material, raised on cabriole
supports 92cm h x 184cm w x 59cm d (seat 107cm x 36cm) ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The crest to the top has been reduced

987 A Victorian mahogany triple wardrobe with moulded cornice, the left hand section fitted 3 trays above 2 short
and 2 long drawers enclosed by a pair of arched panelled doors, the right hand section fitted a hanging space
200cm h x 179cm w x 59cm d £100-150

Split to the cornice, 4 later brass hooks have been added to the right hand side, there is only 1 amber glass
door knob, a section of timber is missing to the base of the interior, scratches and contact marks in places,
small section of beading missing to the right hand door, the centre door is slightly warped and split

988 A Victorian mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in red buttoned velvet, raised on cabriole supports
101cm h x 65cm w x 59cm d (seat 30cm x 39cm) £50-75

Frame is loose, upholstery is heavily worn

989 A 1930's arched painted fire screen, the centre painted a rural scene 67cm h x 53cm w x 13cm d £30-40
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990 A Victorian rectangular mahogany stool upholstered in blue striped material, raised on turned supports 38cm h
x 82cm w x 62cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

There are metal bracing plates to the undertier, slight stain to the upholstery on the seat

991 A French style arched walnut display cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the
base fitted a drawer, raised on cabriole supports 181cm h x 95cm w x 40cm d £40-60

992 A harlequin set of 7 Victorian oak Cromwellian style dining chairs with upholstered seats and backs, raised on
spiral turned supports united by H framed stretchers, comprising 2 carvers 89cm h x 55cm w x 52cm d (seats
31cm x 29cm), 5 standard chairs 89cm h x 48cm w x 44cm d (seats 24cm x 28cm) £40-60

Some frames are loose, one of the standard chairs does not match

993 A set of 6 Victorian mahogany bar back dining chairs with plain mid rails (recently polished and re-
upholstered), raised on turned supports 88cm h x 48cm w x 44cm d (seats 23cm x 28cm) £80-120

One bar back is damaged, frames are slightly loose

994 A pair of 19th Century Hepplewhite style mahogany slat back dining chairs with upholstered drop in seats,
raised on square supports with H framed stretchers 90cm h x 53cm w x 43cm (seats 29cm x 27cm) £40-60

Frames are loose, 1 is missing a small section of timber to the top right hand leg, 1 has an old repair to the
right hand leg

995 A large and impressive Victorian style bevelled plate over mantel mirror contained in an oak frame with
moulded cornice and reeded columns to the sides 131cm h x 163cm w x 12cm d £40-60

996 A Regency rosewood chiffonier fitted a secret drawer, cupboard enclosed by arched panelled doors and with
turned columns to the side 104cm h x 82cm w x 41cm d £50-75

The top has 2 sections of timber let in where an upper section would have been, there are scratches and water
marks to the top and sides, sections of veneer are missing to the base

997 A gilt painted fluted column with Ionic capital, raised on a square base 111cm h x 27cm x 28cm £40-60

998 A 1930's carved walnut open armchair with carved eagle arm rests, the seat and back upholstered in blue
leather, raised on cabriole, ball and claw supports 91cm h x 63cm w x 44cm d (seat 35cm x 33cm) £60-80

Slight tear to the leather on the back

999 A Queen Anne style figured walnut display cabinet fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
panelled doors, raised on cabriole paw supports 123cm h x 107cm w x 34cm d £70-90

Some light scratches and contact marks to the top

1000 An Art Deco figured walnut inverted breakfront desk with light brown inset tooled leather writing surface above
1 long and 8 short drawers, raised on a platform base 75cm h x 122cm w x 68cm d ( photo centre pages )
£120-150

Some scuff marks to the leather, there is a slight warp to the left hand side of the pedestal

1002 A set of 6 18th Century style elm Lancastrian ladder back dining chairs with woven rush seats comprising 2
carvers 109cm h x 59cm w x 46cm d (seats 37cm x 34cm) and 4 standard chairs 99cm h x 49cm w x 40cm d
(seat 34cm x 32cm) £80-120

Frames loose

1003 A Georgian inlaid and crossbanded mahogany breakfast table, raised on a turned column and platform base
with outswept supports ending in paw feet, complete with bolts 74cm h x 131cm w x 91cm d £40-60

Split to the centre, pitting and light scratching in places

1004 A circular Georgian style figure walnut and cross banded pedestal table raised on pillar and tripod base 75cm
h x 106cm diam. £50-75
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1005 A carved Chinese camphor wood cabinet with fall front fitted shelves raised on cabriole supports 70cm h x
80cm w x 37cm d £60-80

There is a split to the top and the fall front is warped
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